
IMMERSIVE SPACE BASED ON EMOTION VISUALIZATION

EMO
Emo is an interactive immersive space based on facial recognition and emotion detection. It aims to help us become more self-
conscious, meanwhile reflect our emotional state. 

Tools Contribution: 
Individual work
Concept, coding, modeling,  
physical construction 

https://xiyingbao.webflow.io/emo



RESEARCH

AN ERA OF SOCIAL OVERLOADED

Our emotions come from and are based on evolutionary history. They 
appear in the form of a feedback loop in the organism, trying to restore 
balance after being stimulated. 
The development of modern civilization has made mankind more and 
more separated from its natural attributes. Pollution, fast-paced life, 
tension, unprecedented huge amount of information, complicated 
social relations, changes in work and rest methods have increased, 
which gradually increase and worsen psychological problems. 

action(s)trigger(s) emotion

Fig1. How emotion works

Fig2. 2012 Geneva Emotion Wheel

HOW TO EVALUATE EMOTION

German psychologist Wilhelm Wundt described emotions as joyful or unpleasant 
(called hedonic or regular Valance), a "simple feeling" that evokes or obeyed 
(called arousal Arousal), and strain and relaxation (corresponding to intensity).
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VISUALIZATION

Based on the Geneva Emotion Wheel's 
definition emotions, I recorded the my 
emotion everyday in several forms. The 
recorded content includes five 
dimensions: text, intensity, valance, 
conduciveness, control, and arousal.

READABLE EMOTION

I presented several visualization solutions in 
user test, asking how they felt about color, 
height, frequency and emotional performance. 
The results showed that users think that the 
height of curve is more related to the intensity 
of emotions, color is more related to valence

EMOTION VISUALIZATION

Fig3. Visualization sketch
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CODING

import org.opencv.core.Core; 
import org.opencv.face.Face; 
System.loadLibrary(Core.NATIVE_LIBR
ARY_NAME); 
println(Core.VERSION); 
faceFile = 
"haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml"; 
modelFile = 
"face_landmark_model.dat"; 

import org.opencv.face.Facemark; 
import org.opencv.face.EigenFaceRecognizer; 
fm = Face.createFacemarkKazemi(); 
fm.loadModel(dataPath(modelFile));

private void drawFacemarks(Point [] p, 
PVector o) { 
  int keypoint[]={ 
    0, 16, //᚜ӷ׆ 
    17, 18, 19, 20, 21, //ૢ፠ྷ 
 ፠ྷݦ // ,26 ,25 ,24 ,23 ,22    
    36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, //ૢ፲ 
 ፲ݦ// ,47 ,46 ,45 ,44 ,43 ,42    
 ૢ// ,48    
 Ӥ// ,51    
 ݦ// ,54    
;{ ӥ//57    

void captureEvent(Capture c) { 
  c.read(); 
  c.updatePixels(); 
  shapes=detectFacemarks(c); 
}

 video = new Capture(this, W, H); 
  video.start(); 

private ArrayList<MatOfPoint2f> 
detectFacemarks(PImage i) { 
  ArrayList<MatOfPoint2f> shapes = 
new ArrayList<MatOfPoint2f>(); 
  CVImage im = new CVImage(i.width, 
i.height); 
  im.copyTo(i); 
  MatOfRect faces = new MatOfRect(); 
  Face.getFacesHAAR(im.getBGR(), 
faces, dataPath(faceFile));  
  if (!faces.empty()) { 
    fm.fit(im.getBGR(), faces, shapes); 
  } 
  return shapes; 
}

for (MatOfPoint2f sh : shapes) { 
      Point [] pts = sh.toArray(); 
      drawFacemarks(pts, origin); 
    }

Load face detector Create Facemark

Load landmark Detector Camera capture  

Detect face Run landmark Detector

Draw landmark

Logic of facial expression detection
Processing coding  Demo Screenshot



SPACE DESIGN - PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

Entering the Shan Shui space composed of emotional 
particles, let the body fall into the soft fabric. The 
space itself will constantly affected by human 
emotion and body. 

SHAN SHUI

We are accustomed to living in man-made objects filled with planes and 
straight lines. Because of this, we have forgotten the essence of emotions —
flowing like natural objects. The work restores the rugged pavement in the 
landscape jungle, aiming to remind us the emotions we have forgotten, so 
that we can have more perception of emotions.

METAPHOR FOR EMOTION



EXHIBITION EXERIENCE 

Physical construction in Wuhan, 2020.4
Feature lecturer, Suzhou Design Week 

Invited by Aric Chen 

‘Reproduce’ Art Seminar, Shanghai 
Collaboration with performing artist: Qin Ran, 2020.9

‘Reproduce’ Art Seminar, Shanghai 
A girl interact with the installation, 2020.9


